
Kubi is the intuitive, affordable educational technology designed to work with existing school and home technology, giving teachers, students, staff and parents more engaging video calls.

The unique advantage of Kubi is that it lets people easily look around remotely with 300 degrees of pan and 90 degrees of tilt to see and interact with teachers, students, school nurses, coaches and family members, through remote robotic control during a video call. The motion of Kubi combined with high quality video provides increased telepresence, meaning greater engagement on calls. This provides remote participants, students, teachers, administrators, and guests with a highly engaging virtual presence in the classroom, conference room, nurse’s office and more.

Kubi is controlled by intuitive apps that run on Android and Apple tablets. Kubi comes with a removable base for use on tabletops and is designed with a universal camera mount to easily attach to tripods, carts, and clamp mounts. Great for 1:1 tablet/laptop initiatives, Kubi integrates with other digital services through open APIs, video apps like Zoom and Vidyo and can be connected to audio and video systems for a customizable edtech solution.

Because they are so affordable, Kubi can be installed in many locations. This means students, coaches or teachers can simply “teleport” from room to room, or one geographic location to another. This system is superior to very costly roaming robots, which are not truly independent and often need attendants. Kubi lets people instantly move from class to class or meeting to meeting without assistants moving expensive video conferencing equipment.

Telepresence Robot Uses

• Homebound Student Access
• Professional Development
• Autism & Special Ed Coaching
• Remote Teaching and Tutoring
• Hybrid and Blended Learning

For more information or to order Kubi, contact kubi@xandex.com
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Jump to locations. Eliminate travel time. Save points of view. Increase engagement.

• Kubi apps available in Apple Store and Google Play Store
• Connects Tablet with Bluetooth 4.0
• 4 hr battery, USB or AC powered
• 300° Pan, +/- 45° Tilt
• 6.4cm W x 6.4cm L x 30cm H (w/out base)
• 370 grams / 755 grams with base
• 1 year limited warranty

For more information or to order Kubi, contact us at kubi@xandex.com